Disciplined Entrepreneurship
Recognizing the artifice ways to acquire this book Disciplined Entrepreneurship is additionally useful. You
have remained in right site to start getting this info. acquire the Disciplined Entrepreneurship join that we
meet the expense of here and check out the link.
You could purchase guide Disciplined Entrepreneurship or acquire it as soon as feasible. You could quickly
download this Disciplined Entrepreneurship after getting deal. So, later than you require the books swiftly,
you can straight acquire it. Its hence no question simple and consequently fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in
this declare
tells you how to focus, and what NOT to do!' Henry Chesbrough,
UC Berkeley Haas School of Business and author of Open
Innovation 'From entrepreneurship thought leaders comes this
innovative step-by-step guide to thinking through the market
essentials of an opportunity. Rather than relying on generic
examples or others' stories, the authors put the reader in the
driver's seat by encouraging him or her to generate, evaluate and
prepare to act on their own opportunities. I can't think of a more
practically useful entrepreneurship book.' Dean A. Shepherd,
No B.S. Time Management for Entrepreneurs Meadows
Ray and Milann Siegfried Professor of Entrepreneurship,
Publishing
Mendoza College of Business, Notre Dame University 'Using
As an entrepreneur or innovator, you're trained to run fast. But
thoughtful research and compelling examples, Where to Play
are you running in the right direction? Choosing the right market provides important guidance on how to balance focus and
for your innovation is the biggest, and trickiest, question for
flexibility when laughing a new venture. It builds on the Lean
innovators. Research has shown that all too often entrepreneurs Startup model by providing meaningful insights on what markets
don't spend enough time identifying and researching their
to address first.' Tina Seelig, Professor of the Practice, Stanford
market opportunities - instead they jump at the first opportunity School of Engineering 'Where to Play attacks head-on one of the
that looks good, and fail to properly evaluate and leverage other most difficult questions any aspiring entrepreneur must answer:
opportunities. These common mistakes means that you often
"Which target market should I serve?". It's visual, easy-to-apply,
choose the wrong market or lock yourself into one specific
and full of common-sense. If I were starting a business today, I
direction. Where to Play helps you to set a promising strategy,
wouldn't leave the starting blocks without it!' John Mullins,
by giving a clear, structured and practical framework - the
Professor, London Business School; best selling authors, The
Market Opportunity Navigator- to better identify, evaluate and
New Business Road Test and The Customer-Funded Business
focus on the right market opportunities. With three dedicated
Disciplined Entrepreneurship Workbook John Wiley & Sons
and reusable worksheets covering: - Market Opportunity Set Don't Count Time, Make Time Count! Tick ... tick ... tick ... can't find
assess your core strengths and identify which market
enough time? Find out how to use it far more wisely by the man who
opportunities exist for your business - Attractiveness Map successfully run multiple business ventures simultaneously. Dan
evaluate your market opportunities to reveal the most attractive Kennedy has been called the "Professor of Harsh Reality" because he
option for focus - Agile Focus Strategy - create a strategic plan doesn't deal in glib, pabulum solutions and eye-rolling cliches you've
for your chosen market opportunity that keeps you open-minded heard incessantly on time management. He takes on the world of cell
and agile Get the most value for your innovation with Where to phones, PDAs, faxes, e-mails, and every other communication device
Play! 'Designed to work seamlessly with our Business Model
that pervade our lives, suggesting when to tap it, and when to give it
and Value Proposition Canvases, the Market Opportunity
the heave-ho. This entrepreneur/consultant/author/speaker has a
Navigator, proposed by Marc and Sharon, will help
whirlwind business life, yet manages to fit everything in using a handful
entrepreneurs and innovators to commercialise technologies.
of home-brewed time management tools he swears by. He shows how
You will enjoy discovering highly practical worksheets, maps and to maximize your time with a fresh take on the mantra that "time is
dartboards of tremendous interest if you want to better identify, money." It's all about using disciplined productivity strategies Kennedy
evaluate and strategise market opportunities. Let yourself be
has devised over 30 years of managing highly-profitable businesses with
charmed by the toolkit and the case studies, along with the
only minimal help. Who is Dan Kennedy? His business adventures
thoughts of Marc and Sharon.' Alex Osterwalder and Yves
have included ownership of six businesses. He appeared for nine
Pigneur, authors of the bestseller Business Model Generation
consecutive years on THE #1 seminar tour in America sharing the
'When two internationally-known experts in entrepreneurship
platform with former U.S. President Reagan, Ford, and Bush, General
write a "how to" book on market opportunities for entrepreneurs, Colin Powell, and business leaders such as Debbi Fields and Jim
it is bound to be a very valuable book indeed. Marc Gruber and McCann. He was been in trenches and survived.
Sharon Tal have created just the right book for first-time and
Entrepreneurs Are Made Not Born Harvard Business Press
experienced entrepreneurs. It contains both step-by-step plans Testing with Humans, the sequel to bestseller Talking to Humans,
and very valuable tips on identifying market opportunities - an
teaches entrepreneurs, innovation teams, and product teams how to
invaluable complement to both the Lean Start-up Process and
run effective experiments. An experiment is a test designed to help
the Business Model Canvas!' Eric von Hippel, T. Wilson
you answer the questions
Professor of Innovation, MIT Sloan School of Management
Testing with Humans CRC Press
'Gruber and Tal have crafted a visually exciting way for
100 Essential Beliefs, Characteristics and Habits of Elite Entrepreneurs What
entrepreneurs to identify and analyse their opportunities, before
Every Successful Entrepreneur Knows But Won’t Tell You Achieve
they dive into execution. This book pairs nicely with the
unimaginable business success and financial wealth. Reach the upper
Business Model Canvas and Lean Startup. Best of all, it also
echelons of entrepreneurs, where you’ll find Mark Zuckerberg of Facebook,
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Sara Blakely of Spanx, Mark Pincus of Zynga and many others. Develop the
Entrepreneur Mind – a way of thinking that comes from learning the vital
lessons of the best entrepreneurs. Through compelling stories of modern-day
business tycoons, Kevin Johnson, president of the multi-million dollar
company Johnson Media Inc., shares the essential beliefs, characteristics and
habits of elite entrepreneurs. In this riveting book, written for new and
veteran entrepreneurs, Johnson identifies 100 lessons in seven key areas:
Strategy, Education, People, Finance, Marketing and Sales, Leadership, and
Motivation. Lessons include how to think big, who makes the best business
partners, what captivates investors, when to abandon a business idea, where
to avoid opening a business bank account, and why too much formal
education can hinder your entrepreneurial growth. Smart and insightful, The
Entrepreneur Mind is the ultimate primer on how to think like an
entrepreneur. KEVIN D. JOHNSON, president of Johnson Media Inc. and a
serial entrepreneur, has several years of experience leading his multimilliondollar marketing and communications company that now serves many of the
most notable Fortune 100 businesses.

American Icon Red Wheel/Weiser
This handbook is the practical guide to
becoming a great manager. It covers all the
major topics including hiring, coaching,
feedback, one-on-ones, and decision making. It
also covers some of softer, but equally
important, topics like conflict resolution and
mental health. Great management changes lives.
In fact, it's one of the most single overlooked
pieces of leverage in the world. Great managers
are remembered like great teachers,
inspirations who help others soar. That's why
it's such a shame management training is so
often overlooked. Successful individualcontributors are rewarded with a 'promotion'
into management and then, more often than not,
left to sink or swim. If you're a new manager,
this book will shine a friendly light on the
road ahead. And if you're an old dog, perhaps
it'll teach you a trick or two. This handbook
was written by Alex MacCaw and stress-tested at
a company called Clearbit.
Entrepreneurial Identity in US Book Publishing in
the Twenty-First Century Primento
The digital age has transformed business
opportunities and strategies in a resolutely
practical and data-driven project universe. This
book is a comprehensive and analytical source on
entrepreneurship and Big Data that prospective
entrepreneurs must know before embarking upon an
entrepreneurial journey in this present age of
digital transformation. This book provides an
overview of the various aspects of
entrepreneurship, function, and contemporary forms.
It covers a real-world understanding of how the
entrepreneurial world works and the required new
analytics thinking and computational skills. It
also encompasses the essential elements needed when
starting an entrepreneurial journey and offers
inspirational case studies from key industry
leaders. Ideal reading for aspiring entrepreneurs,
Entrepreneurship and Big Data: The Digital
Revolution is also useful to students,
academicians, researchers, and practitioners.

Disciplined Entrepreneurship BenBella Books
24 Steps to Success! Disciplined
Entrepreneurship will change the way you
think about starting a company. Many believe
that entrepreneurship cannot be taught, but
great entrepreneurs aren’t born with
something special – they simply make great
products. This book will show you how to

create a successful startup through
developing an innovative product. It breaks
down the necessary processes into an
integrated, comprehensive, and proven
24-step framework that any industrious
person can learn and apply. You will learn:
Why the “F” word – focus – is crucial to a
startup’s success Common obstacles that
entrepreneurs face – and how to overcome
them How to use innovation to stand out in
the crowd – it’s not just about technology
Whether you’re a first-time or repeat
entrepreneur, Disciplined Entrepreneurship
gives you the tools you need to improve your
odds of making a product people want. Author
Bill Aulet is the managing director of the
Martin Trust Center for MIT Entrepreneurship
as well as a senior lecturer at the MIT
Sloan School of Management. For more please
visit
http://disciplinedentrepreneurship.com/
Fast Forward John Wiley & Sons
Named by The Washington Post as one of the
11 Leadership Books to Read in 2018 When it
comes to recruiting, motivating, and
creating great teams, Patty McCord says most
companies have it all wrong. McCord helped
create the unique and high-performing
culture at Netflix, where she was chief
talent officer. In her new book, Powerful:
Building a Culture of Freedom and
Responsibility, she shares what she learned
there and elsewhere in Silicon Valley.
McCord advocates practicing radical honesty
in the workplace, saying good-bye to
employees who don’t fit the company’s
emerging needs, and motivating with
challenging work, not promises, perks, and
bonus plans. McCord argues that the old
standbys of corporate HR—annual performance
reviews, retention plans, employee
empowerment and engagement programs—often
end up being a colossal waste of time and
resources. Her road-tested advice, offered
with humor and irreverence, provides readers
a different path for creating a culture of
high performance and profitability. Powerful
will change how you think about work and the
way a business should be run.
The Founder's Dilemmas McGraw Hill
Professional
The essential companion to the book that
revolutionized entrepreneurship Disciplined
Entrepreneurship Workbook provides a
practical manual for working the 24-step
framework presented in Disciplined
Entrepreneurship. Unlocking key lessons and
breaking down the steps, this book helps you
delve deeper into the framework to get your
business up and running with a greater
chance for success. You'll find the tools
you need to sharpen your instinct, engage
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your creativity, work through hardship, and
give the people what they want—even if they
don't yet know that they want it. Real-world
examples illustrate the framework in action,
and case studies highlight critical points
that can make or break you when your goal is
on the line. Exercises and assessments help
you nail down your strengths, while pointing
out areas that could benefit from
reinforcement—because when it comes to your
business, "good enough" isn't good
enough—better is always better. Disciplined
Entrepreneurship transformed the way that
professionals think about starting a
company, and this book helps you dig into
the proven framework to make your business
dreams a reality. Delve deeper into the 24
steps to success Innovate, persevere, and
create the product people want Internalize
lessons learned from real-world
entrepreneurs Test your understanding with
exercises and case studies The book also
includes new material on topics the author
has found to be extremely useful in getting
the most value out of the framework
including Primary Market Research, Windows
of Opportunity and Triggers. The book also
introduces the Disciplined Entrepreneurship
Canvas to track your progress on this
journey. Starting a company is a serious
undertaking, with plenty of risk and
sacrifice to go around—so why not minimize
the risk and make the outcome worth the
sacrifice? Author Bill Aulet's 24-step
framework is proven to build a successful
business; the key is in how well you
implement it. Disciplined Entrepreneurship
Workbook helps you master the skills, tools,
and mindset you need to get on your path to
success.
The Startup Playbook Gallup Press
Today's business marketplace is filled with
news of small business and entrepreneurs making
it big. Entrepreneurship For Dummies brings
everything the reader needs to get started in
business into one package. From developing an
opportunity and coming up with a concept to
actually creating the company, this book guides
readers step-by-step. Included are all the
procedures necessary to create a successful
business. Learn how to know your customer, test
and protect your product, test distribution,
and create a business plan. Discover how to
find the best legal structure, business model,
organization plan, marketing plan, and
financial plan.
From the Basement to the Dome Matthias Hilpert
"Character" has become a front-and-center topic in
contemporary discourse, but this term does not have
a fixed meaning. Character may be simply defined by
what someone does not do, but a more active and
thorough definition is necessary, one that
addresses certain vital questions. Is character a
singular characteristic of an individual, or is it

composed of different aspects? Does
character--however we define it--exist in degrees,
or is it simply something one happens to have? How
can character be developed? Can it be learned?
Relatedly, can it be taught, and who might be the
most effective teacher? What roles are played by
family, schools, the media, religion, and the larger
culture? This groundbreaking handbook of character
strengths and virtues is the first progress report
from a prestigious group of researchers who have
undertaken the systematic classification and
measurement of widely valued positive traits. They
approach good character in terms of separate
strengths-authenticity, persistence, kindness,
gratitude, hope, humor, and so on-each of which
exists in degrees. Character Strengths and Virtues
classifies twenty-four specific strengths under six
broad virtues that consistently emerge across
history and culture: wisdom, courage, humanity,
justice, temperance, and transcendence. Each
strength is thoroughly examined in its own chapter,
with special attention to its meaning, explanation,
measurement, causes, correlates, consequences, and
development across the life span, as well as to
strategies for its deliberate cultivation. This book
demands the attention of anyone interested in
psychology and what it can teach about the good
life.

Founded Everest Media LLC
Workbook for Aspiring Entrepreneurs Curious
about entrepreneurship, but not sure where to
start? This workbook is designed in by LaunchX
to guide people of all ages and backgrounds
through the process of founding a company.
LaunchX has worked in collaboration with MIT on
developing materials and programs for aspiring
entrepreneurs for over 5 years, including
having an online course with enrollment in the
hundreds of thousands. Unleash Your Inner
Entrepreneur will provide you with inspiration
to explore an entrepreneurial path and tools to
overcome the initial challenges of building a
business. From developing new business ideas
and doing market research to designing and
testing your offering and pitching, this course
follows LaunchX's successful approach to
entrepreneurship that leverages MIT's
Disciplined Entrepreneurship, lean
methodologies, and design thinking. Activities
will challenge you to get you to get into the
community to make a real impact. No previous
business or entrepreneurship experience needed.
Embark on your entrepreneurial journey now!
Learn more about LaunchX at our website: http:
//launchx.com
The Right It Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
Why do most new businesses fail, yet a few
entrepreneurs have a habit of winning over and
over again? The shocking discovery of years of
research and trial is that most startups fail
by doing the "right things," but doing them out
of order. In other words, human nature combined
with our entrepreneurial drive puts us on
autopilot to become part of the 70% to 90% of
ventures that fail. From Thomas Edison to Steve
Jobs, the Nail It Then Scale It method is based
on pattern recognition of the timeless
principles and key practices used by successful
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entrepreneurs to repeatedly innovate.

mindset you need to get on your path to success.

Powerful Cambridge University Press
Are you a founder searching for customers to grow
your B2B startup? Fast Forward will help you find,
win, and keep customers. This detailed guide on B2B
sales tells you how to grow your revenue from zero
to 1 million, 10 million and 100 million. The
authors share more than 40 years of successful
operating experience as startup founder, senior
executive, board member, mentor, and investor in
startups. Fast Forward outlines their insider’s
perspective on market segmentation, pricing,
contract negotiation, sales process, customer
conversations, pipeline management, reporting,
sales organization, and customer success. Fast
Forward also features exclusive advice from more
than 30 top-tier B2B startup founders and CEOs,
including: Moritz Zimmermann (Hybris, now SAP) Neil Ryland (Peakon, now Workday) - Peter Carlsson
(Northvolt) - Bastian Nominacher (Celonis) - Erez
Galonska (Infarm) - Veronika Riederle (Demodesk) Jonas Rieke (Personio) - Matt Robinson (GoCardless)
- Nicolas Dessaigne (Algolia) - Jörg G. Beyer
(LeanIX) - Firmin Zocchetto (Payfit) - Avinoam
Nowogrodski (Clarizen) “This book demystifies the
sales journey, breaking it down into clear phases,
and is packed with hands-on, pragmatic advice. To
save time and avoid mistakes, read this book.” Bastian Nominacher, Co-Founder & Co-CEO, Celonis
Character Strengths and Virtues John Wiley & Sons
The essential companion to the book that
revolutionized entrepreneurship Disciplined
Entrepreneurship Workbook provides a practical
manual for working the 24-step framework presented
in Disciplined Entrepreneurship. Unlocking key
lessons and breaking down the steps, this book
helps you delve deeper into the framework to get
your business up and running with a greater chance
for success. You'll find the tools you need to
sharpen your instinct, engage your creativity, work
through hardship, and give the people what they
want—even if they don't yet know that they want it.
Real-world examples illustrate the framework in
action, and case studies highlight critical points
that can make or break you when your goal is on the
line. Exercises and assessments help you nail down
your strengths, while pointing out areas that could
benefit from reinforcement—because when it comes to
your business, "good enough" isn't good
enough—better is always better. Disciplined
Entrepreneurship transformed the way that
professionals think about starting a company, and
this book helps you dig into the proven framework
to make your business dreams a reality. Delve
deeper into the 24 steps to success Innovate,
persevere, and create the product people want
Internalize lessons learned from real-world
entrepreneurs Test your understanding with
exercises and case studies The book also includes
new material on topics the author has found to be
extremely useful in getting the most value out of
the framework including Primary Market Research,
Windows of Opportunity and Triggers. The book also
introduces the Disciplined Entrepreneurship Canvas
to track your progress on this journey. Starting a
company is a serious undertaking, with plenty of
risk and sacrifice to go around—so why not minimize
the risk and make the outcome worth the sacrifice?
Author Bill Aulet's 24-step framework is proven to
build a successful business; the key is in how well
you implement it. Disciplined Entrepreneurship
Workbook helps you master the skills, tools, and

Entrepreneurial Leadership Jaico Publishing
House
Top praise for this unique inside look at
the winning secrets of successful
entrepreneurship: A great reference guide
that I wish had been available when I
started my business back in 1951!--Lillian
Vernon, Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Lillian Vernon Corporation. What a boost to
the entrepreneurial spirit! After reading
Entrepreneurs Are made Not Born, those who
have hesitated will be inspired to make
their dream a reality.--Jay Pritzker, Hyatt
Hotels. Excellent book--a must read.--Peter
J. Shea, CEO, Entrepreneur Magazine. Shefsky
really understands entrepreneurs--Must
reading for anyone who wants to be an
entrepreneur, and especially for those who
finance, work with, or study
entrepreneurs.--Don Jacobs, Dean, Kellogg
School of Management, Northwestern
University.
The Harvard Business Review Entrepreneur's Handbook
John Wiley & Sons
Please note: This is a companion version & not the
original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 There are
three reasons why students want to start their own
business: idea, technology, and interest. #2 You
must have an idea, a technology, and a passion to
start an entrepreneur. You must first answer the
question, What can I do well that I would love to
do for an extended period of time. Once you have
answered this, you will have taken the first step
toward discovering a customer pain. #3 Before you
start a company, you should first take stock of
your personal interests, strengths, and skills.
Then, identify good opportunities by considering
the following: Do you have knowledge, capability,
connections, financial assets, name recognition,
passion for a particular market, and commitment. #4
The choice of your co-founders is extremely
important. The research at MIT suggests that
businesses with multiple founders are more
successful than those founded by an individual.
The Great CEO Within: The Tactical Guide to Company
Building Giff Constable
Get the real guidance you need to create and build
your first startup company from founders who have
been there many times before. The first run
printing of The Startup Playbook SOLD OUT! So, we
revised, expanded, and improved this second
edition, including a new foreword by Brad Feld,
author of Venture Deals. We still give our
personal, how-to guide for building your startup
from the ground up. You'll find a collection of the
major lessons and shortcuts we've learned that will
shift the odds in your favor. We're sharing our
tips, secrets, and advice in a frank, founder-tofounder discussion with you. We make no bones about
our bias. We're on your side, the founder's side.
While venture capitalists, investors, and
accelerators/incubators can add great value in the
startup ecosystem, this book isn't about their
points of view. We'll tell you where our interests
as founders diverge from those on the other side of
the table—investors, bankers, advisors, board
members, and others—and what to do when that
happens. The Startup Playbook is not a recipe, it's
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not a template, it's not a list of tasks to do. It's at Google, Adobe, Amazon, Startup Advisor "Want to
our insider's guide to starting a company and
know how to grow your startup to 100 million users?
running it successfully in those critical early
Then this is the book for you. Explosive Growth
months. Between us, we've started over a dozen high- gives step-by-step instructions, case studies and
tech software companies and raised over $500 million proven tactics on how to explode your growth."
in investment capital. We've acquired over thirty-Entrepreneur Magazine by Syed Balkhi "Lessons for
five companies, had three of our startups go public, startups and CEOs on growth hacking, marketing, and
sold six of them, and we made billions of dollars
innovation from one of the smartest founders I
for shareholders. We've also invested in over eighty know." -Andrew Weinreich, Inventor of Social
startups, advised and mentored over two hundred
Networking
companies and actively worked with venture
Growth-Oriented Entrepreneurship Princeton
capitalists (VCs), incubators, and accelerators to
University Press
help launch many other new startups. We've had
Stealing the Corner Office is mandatory
plenty of failures, too. And we've probably learned
reading for smart, hardworking managers who
more from those than from the successes. We share
those lessons as well. The Startup Playbook is full always wonder why their seemingly
incompetent superiors are so successful. It
of our advice, guidance, do's, and don'ts from our
years of experience as founders many times. We want is a unique collection of controversial but
to share our hard-earned knowledge with you to make highly effective tactics for middle managers
success easier for you to achieve. "This book is
and aspiring executives who want to learn
extraordinarily fresh and exciting. In an
the real secrets for moving up the corporate
accessible, straight talk fashion, this book is a
manual, and an inspiration. The Startup Playbook is ladder. Unlike virtually all other business
books—which are based on the assumption that
smart and avoids the 'I am so smart' over-writing
endemic to the genre. Read this as it is presented. corporations are logical and fair—Stealing
You'll be doing yourself a tremendous favor."
the Corner Office explores the
—Amazon Reviewer
unconventional tactics people less competent
Entrepreneurship For Dummies Pearson Professional
than you use to get ahead and stay ahead. It
#1 Best-Seller in 5 Startup & Entrepreneurship
is your proven playbook to thrive and win in
Categories *Named Top 5 Business Growth Book by
Entrepreneur Magazine This compelling and inspiring an imperfect corporate world. Stealing the
narrative gives entrepreneurs a rare behind-theCorner Office will teach you: How
scenes look inside a fast-growing startup that
incompetent people so often get ahead, and
created the first online dating app and grew to 100
what you can learn from them. How to make
million users. Explosive Growth combines lively and
universally flawed corporate policies work
often hilarious storytelling, revealing genius
growth tactics, numerous case-studies, and its step- in your favor. Why showing too much passion
for your ideas can be career suicide. Why
by-step playbook to help your startup grow
massively. Due to its raw storytelling style,
delivering results should never be your
practical lessons, compelling content, and fasthighest priority. These and many more
paced read, Explosive Growth is a one-of-a-kind
controversial tactics will change the way
business book that transcends the narrow
you look at your career and how you manage
entrepreneurial audience to also appeal to readers
projects, people, and priorities. Apply the
and business students looking to learn about
startup life and entrepreneurship. It holds nothing 10 principles in Stealing the Corner Office
back while detailing the highest highs and lowest
and watch your career take off!
lows of what it's really like to run a startup.
Cliff Lerner's online dating startup, Snap
Interactive, was running out of money when he bet
the company's fortunes on a then-unknown platform
called Facebook. The app suddenly began to acquire
100,000 new users daily for free, and soon after
the stock price skyrocketed 2,000 percent, setting
off an extraordinary chain of events filled with
sudden success and painful lessons. You will learn
how to: * IGNITE EXPLOSIVE GROWTH by creating a
remarkable product * Identify the ONLY 3 METRICS
THAT MATTER * Explore valuable VIRAL GROWTH
strategies to grow rapidly * Execute the GENIUS
MEDIA HACKS that helped us acquire 100 million
users * Create a thriving culture of PASSIONATE
EMPLOYEES and CONSTANT INNOVATION PRAISE: "A must
read for founders and CEOs who want to achieve
rapid growth while also building a great product
and company." -Payal Kadakia, Founder & Executive
Chairman of ClassPass "Explosive Growth is without
question one of the most useful and entertaining
business books I have ever read. Cliff gives you a
roadmap to massively grow your startup with
specific tactical lessons made memorable through
engaging stories. This book is a must-read." -David
Perry, Digital Sales & Business Development Expert
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